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Robbery/Home Invasion
CONCORD, NH – The Concord Police Department is asking for help from the public regarding
an armed robbery/home invasion that occurred on October 16, 2014 in the Hall Street area of
Concord.
On Thursday, October 16, 2014, at approximately 11:37am, two suspects wearing face masks
and armed with handguns entered a private home near Hall Street. The suspects ordered the two
occupants of the home to the floor at gunpoint. The suspects bound the two victims with plastic
zipties and then ransacked the home, presumably looking for cash.
The suspects fled the scene less than 10 minutes later. It was later determined that they had
removed a small safe and a substantial amount of
cash from separate rooms in the home.
The suspects were described as white males, average
height (5’9-5’11), stocky builds, possibly in their
mid-20’s. The suspects were wearing hooded
sweatshirts with face masks, possibly Halloweenrelated. One mask was black, the other was white. A
surveillance system captured images of the suspects,
some of which are included in this release.
One of the victims was struck by the firearm during
the course of the robbery, receiving minor injuries to
his face and head which did not require medical
attention. The other victim was unharmed.
Evidence has been recovered from the scene and this
investigation is ongoing. Detectives do not believe that this was a random event. The suspects
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appeared to have inside knowledge about the home and its occupants who operate several
businesses throughout New Hampshire. The victims have been fully cooperative and are not
believed to have any involvement.
The Concord Police Department is asking anyone with
information about this crime or possible suspects to call
the Concord Regional Crimeline at 226-3100. All calls
are strictly confidential with rewards of up to $1000.
Anyone who has information relative to any
criminal incident is asked to call the Concord
Regional Crimeline at (603) 226-3100, or submit
information online to the website at:
www.concordregionalcrimeline.com, or Txt TIP234
and their message to CRIMES (274637). Crimeline
awards cash to anyone whose information leads to
the arrest and indictment of criminals. All tips
remain anonymous.
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